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Supporting apps from ABRSM

An award-winning app offering an exciting way 
for pupils to practise their aural skills between 
lessons and to prepare for the aural element 
of ABRSM exams.

Aural Trainer is currently available for iPhone, 
iPod touch and iPad, with Aural Trainer for 
AndroidTM coming soon.

For more information and to watch our fi lm, 
visit www.abrsm.org/auraltrainer.

A popular practice tool allowing you to vary the 
speed of audio tracks without altering the pitch.

Speedshifter is available as a desktop 
tool – and now as an app for Android and 
Apple mobile devices.

For more information, visit
 www.abrsm.org/speedshifter.

Aural Trainer

SpeedshifterTM

Android and Google Play are trademarks of Google Inc.

Apple, the Apple logo, iPad, iPhone and iPod touch are trademarks 
of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is 
a service mark of Apple Inc.

ABRSM: the exam board of the Royal Schools of Music Supporting and
promoting the
highest standards
of musical learning
and assessment
since 1889.

www.abrsm.org

 facebook.com/abrsm

@abrsm

ABRSM YouTube
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W
elcome to Libretto and an issue that
focuses on some of the core
components of our graded music

exams. In fact, two of these – how ABRSM
examiners mark exams, and the wide choice of
music in our syllabuses – sit at the very heart
of the exam experience.

When assessing an exam performance,
ABRSM examiners use a set of marking
criteria – a collection of statements showing
how marks are awarded for each element of
the exam. All our examiners use the same
criteria, which means that candidates are
marked consistently and objectively. But the
criteria can also be an incredibly useful tool
for teachers and candidates. Our revised
marking criteria now present this essential
information in a more logical, transparent and
easy-to-use format. You can read them on our
website or find out more about the revisions
and what they mean on page 8.

One of the delights of music learning is the
discovery and mastery of new repertoire. In 
July we published refreshed repertoire lists for
woodwind instruments. There’s some wonderful
music to be found here, as our Saxophone and
Oboe syllabus selectors reveal (pages 12 and 16).
Add to this, articles on accompaniment (page
20) and sight-reading (page 11), and I hope this
issue of Libretto provides plenty of ideas for
lessons and exams to come!

Finally, do look out for ABRSM's new
biography of Benjamin Britten (page 6) whose
centenary is celebrated this year. Britten’s pieces
involving children as performers – such as The
Little Sweep and Noye’s Fludde – are
masterpieces of their kind and teachers and
schools should seek these out.
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Violin teachers and students now have a new
resource to help build confidence and skills in

sight-reading, ensuring they are well-prepared
for this element of ABRSM exams. 

Joining the Dots for Violin, A Fresh Approach
to Sight-Reading is by respected music educator
and composer Alan Bullard, with Douglas Blew
as violin consultant, and follows on from our
Joining the Dots books for piano and guitar. 

The series of five books, one for each of
Grades 1 to 5, brings together a range of
exercises and pieces to help students improve
their sense of fingerboard geography and 
allow them to read new music more quickly 
and easily.

Joining the Dots for Violin is available 
now from music shops worldwide and
www.abrsm.org/joiningthedots. To find 
out more about what’s inside the books, 
turn to page 11.

Look out for the latest recordings
of pieces from our new

Woodwind syllabus, due for release
later in the year. A selection of
pieces from the Saxophone syllabus
will be available on CD and as
individual audio downloads from
November, while Oboe and Bassoon
recordings will be out as audio
downloads only during December.

These new recordings add to
our existing Woodwind syllabus
resources – books of Clarinet Exam
Pieces and Flute Exam Pieces with
CDs and recordings – which we
published in July along with the
syllabus itself. 

The new Woodwind syllabus, for
use in exams from January 2014,
features revised repertoire lists 
for all six instruments – Recorder,
Flute, Oboe, Clarinet, Bassoon and
Saxophone. There are no changes
to scales and arpeggios, aural tests
or sight-reading.

To find out more about our new
Woodwind syllabus and supporting
publications and resources, visit
www.abrsm.org/woodwind.

News4

We are making some changes to Libretto. From 2014 we will be
producing two, rather than three, printed magazines a year to be

published in March and September. These will include additional space
for features and articles as well as featuring a refreshed design. At the
same time we will be developing our online Libretto pages, adding new
articles from a wide range of music educators and ABRSM experts on a
regular basis to provide an ever-changing resource for teachers and
learners. To read Libretto online go to www.abrsm.org/libretto.

Next steps for Libretto

New woodwind
recordings on
the way

Ever wondered what it’s like to be
an ABRSM examiner? With our

new interactive online resource –
On Your Marks – you can watch a
Grade 5 Piano exam, assess it
against our revised marking criteria
and then compare your results with
those of Chief Examiner John
Holmes. Covering pieces, scales
and arpeggios, sight-reading and
aural tests, this easy-to-use tool
provides an opportunity to gain a
greater understanding of the
ABRSM assessment process. 

To try out this exciting 
new resource, go to
www.abrsm.org/onyourmarks.

Joining the Dots for Violin out now

Get set for On Your Marks 
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October sees the release of a series of short
films inspired by our new Flute syllabus.

The films focus on one piece in the syllabus –
Whistlin’ – which was specially-commissioned
from jazz composer and performer Dave
Stapleton. Set for Grade 3, it’s a fresh, upbeat
tune in a jazz style, available in the ABRSM
Flute Exam Pieces book for the grade.

There are nine mini films in total, which
feature flute teacher Louise Matthew – also an
ABRSM examiner, presenter and syllabus
selector – as she teaches the piece and talks to
the composer.

In six of the films you can watch Louise and
her pupils in a real-life teaching situation and
discover how she approaches various aspects
of the piece. Covering both technique and
interpretation, the films also make connections
with our revised marking criteria. The three
remaining films show Louise in conversation

with Dave Stapleton, providing a fascinating
insight into the composition process.

The films will be available in October at
www.abrsm.org/flutefilms.

We are delighted to welcome
Darren Henley as a new

ABRSM Trustee. Darren is
Managing Director of Global
Radio's national classical 
music station, Classic FM, 
and is also the author of the
independent review which led to
the UK government creating
England's first National Plan for
Music Education.

Darren brings a wealth of
experience to this role, both in
the commercial and music
education sectors. His knowledge
and understanding will help us to
become ever more closely
connected with, and supportive
of, colleagues across the sector.

‘Right now, it's a particularly
exciting time to become involved
with ABRSM,’ commented Darren.
‘Alongside the four Royal Schools
of Music, ABRSM is held in the
highest esteem, both in the 
UK and around the world and is
widely acknowledged as a huge
force for good in music education.
Its innovative and far-sighted
work has never been more
important or relevant to the
music education world as 
a whole.’

5News

Three young violinists in Singapore are currently benefiting from a Youth Mentoring Scheme
(YMS) run jointly by the Singapore Symphony Orchestra (SSO) and ABRSM. Lieu Kah Yen,

Cristel Lim Shi-Rui and Mathea Goh Xinyi were selected for the scheme following their
outstanding achievements in their ABRSM diploma exams. 

Now in its second year, the YMS helps gifted learners gain a greater understanding of
orchestral playing while complementing their existing tuition. As part of the scheme, each
student works closely with a mentor from the orchestra, as well as attending and participating 
in rehearsals and concerts. There is also an opportunity to play chamber music with SSO
members. In particular, 16-year-old Kah Yen is studying Bartok String quartets, while Cristel 
and Mathea, 15 and 12 years old respectively, are concentrating on developing their knowledge 
of orchestral repertoire.

‘I was delighted to meet each of these talented young violinists, and their parents, and to
feel their enthusiasm for music making,’ commented Bill Thomson, ABRSM’s Singapore and
Hong Kong Development Executive. ‘I’m sure that in collaborating with, and coming under the
umbrella of, top players at the SSO, Mathea, Cristel and Kah Yen will broaden their horizons
and gain many new insights in their musical journeys.’ 

This year’s scheme began in August and will finish in December, providing a wonderful
opportunity for these three students to develop their skills and musicianship with members 
of a professional orchestra.

Darren Henley
appointed as
ABRSM Trustee

New flute films
go live

Singapore students benefit from
ABRSM and SSO mentoring scheme
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ABRSM becomes awarding
body for new qualification

News6

IN BRIEF

� Good luck to our new
ABRSM scholars
The latest recipients of ABRSM
scholarships are about to begin
their studies at conservatoires 
in the UK and Hong Kong.
Outstanding young musicians at
all levels will be benefiting from
newly awarded scholarships at
the Royal Academy of Music, the
Royal College of Music, the
Royal Northern College of Music, 
the Royal Scottish Conservatoire
and the Royal Welsh College of
Music and Drama. For the
second year we are also offering
a scholarship at the Hong Kong
Academy for Performing Arts.

� Free Music Medals
training at UK venues
Are you interested in using
Music Medals with your pupils?
Would you like to train to be a
teacher-assessor? Then don’t
miss out on a place at one of our
remaining training sessions this
year. There’s still a chance to
come to a free workshop in
Exeter (9 October), Leamington
Spa (14 October), Leeds (21
October), Nottingham (23
October) or Portsmouth (9
November). We’re also planning
a new series of workshops for
2014. For further information,
visit www.abrsm.org/courses.
You can also read more about
Music Medals on page 19.

� Jazz Piano course
returns to London
ABRSM jazz examiner Tim
Richards is once again running
his popular course for piano
teachers at London’s City Lit.
The course takes place on four
Sundays in November (3, 10, 17,
24) and covers all aspects of the
Jazz Piano syllabus at Grades 1
to 5. No previous jazz experience
is required. For information
about the course, please contact 
Tim on 020 7732 4088 or at
timrichards@ndo.co.uk. 
To enrol, contact The City Lit,
quoting course number ME841,
at music@citylit.ac.uk,
www.citylit.ac.uk.

Earlier in the year we published revised marking criteria which will be used by ABRSM
examiners in all our graded instrumental and singing exams (excluding jazz) from January

2014. The criteria are fundamental to our exams, underpinning the standards and consistency of
all examiners’ marking. They can also be a helpful and useful tool for teachers and students
when preparing for exams and in lessons and practice generally.

To find the revised criteria go to www.abrsm.org/markingcriteria. You can also read what
ABRSM’s Chief Examiner, John Holmes, has to say about the marking criteria on page 8.

To mark the centenary this year of the birth 
of Benjamin Britten, we are publishing a new

biography of the composer – the latest addition
to our Extraordinary Lives series of books.

Britten: An Extraordinary Life, by
Christopher Mark, offers a fascinating
introduction to the key topics and issues
connected to Britten’s life and works. The 
book deals with Britten’s view of the role of 
the composer in society as well as his politics,
pacifism and the controversies surrounding 
his sexuality.

Britten: An Extraordinary Life will be
available in November from music and book
shops worldwide and www.abrsm.org/shop.

ABRSM is to be an awarding body for a new
qualification: the Certificate for Music

Educators (CME). Developed by the music
education sector, led by Arts Council England
and Creative and Cultural Skills, the CME has
been designed to support inspiring, motivational
learning and to be relevant to a wide range of
music educators, regardless of the genre they
work in or the stage of their career. 

The CME is for all music educators in England,
whether they work privately, in music hubs,
orchestras, community music organisations or
other settings. It aims to improve knowledge and
skills while raising the quality of the experience
for children and young people wherever their
musical learning takes place.

This unique qualification covers a range 
of topics, including: general understanding 
of musical learning; planning, facilitating and
evaluation; reflective practice and professional
development; promoting positive behaviour;
equality, diversity and inclusion; and
safeguarding.

The CME will be provided via approved
course providers around England and we are
currently working with music services, music
hubs, colleges and organisations to establish a
list of such providers for the new ABRSM CME.

For further information, including how 
to register your interest in the course or 
apply to be a course provider, please visit
www.abrsm.org/cme.

Revised marking criteria now online

New book
marks Britten
centenary



Joining 
the Dots
for Violin  
by Alan Bullard

Buy now from music retailers worldwide 
or from www.abrsm.org/joiningthedots

Supporting and 
promoting the 
highest standards 
of musical learning 
and assessment 
since 1889.

ABRSM: the exam board of the Royal Schools of Musicwww.abrsm.org
@abrsm
 facebook.com/abrsm
ABRSM YouTube

A fresh approach to sight-reading for violinists

• Build your students’ confidence and skill in sight-reading

• Separate volumes to support each of ABRSM’s first five grades

• A range of exercises, pieces and activities to help learners 
improve their sense of fingerboard geography

These witty, instrument-specific 
stickers in packs of 6 sheets are 
great fun and a useful tool for 
teachers.

We’re sure that you’ll love them 
once you’ve used them with 
your pupils and want to buy 
more.

Usually £2.99

For your free pack just complete the online form at 
www.oup.co.uk/music/stickers.

Offer closes 1 November 2013 and is subject to availability.

The award-winning Piano Time is 
a hugely successful series, taking 
young pupils from their very first 
lesson up to around Grade 3 
standard.

There are books to suit every 
young beginner, all full of 
beautifully crafted pieces pupils 
will love. The breadth of material, 
superbly written by the very best 
composers and arrangers, will 
encourage musicality and improve 
technique.

www.oup.com/uk/music/pianotime

FREE PIANO STICKERS
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T
he ABRSM marking criteria underpin the standards and
consistency of all examiners’ marking as they form the basis of
assessment for practical graded music exams. So wherever

you take an exam – in Solihull or Singapore – the examiner will be
following exactly the same marking guidelines, with the aim of
exactly the same assessment. 

In an exam situation it’s not enough just to recognise that a
performance is outstanding, good or weak. It’s essential that
examiners can identify the precise reasons why a candidate gets a
Distinction or just manages a Pass, and that these reasons are
clearly communicated to the teacher and the candidate via the mark
form. ABRSM’s revised marking criteria are designed to ensure that
this happens.

Reasons for a revision
So, why have we revised the criteria? There are a number of
reasons. First of all, it’s healthy to renew and refresh marking
criteria every so often – we hadn’t done this since 1998, so a revision
was actually overdue. Then, we wanted to make sure that the criteria
are as accessible and transparent as possible. Marking obviously
needs to be consistent, so it’s vital that the criteria are logical, clear
and easy to use. This is not just an issue for examiners – it matters
hugely to teachers and candidates, and parents and stewards, who
all need to understand the way we mark exams. 

Consistency, transparency, objectivity
As part of the revision process we consulted widely, especially among
ABRSM examiners themselves. A huge amount of analysis of mark
forms has also influenced our revisions. Overall we aimed to produce
a set of marking criteria which maximise consistency of marking,
while also promoting transparency and objectivity in our exams. For
all concerned, we wanted the criteria to be more straightforward to
use, simpler to understand, and easier to read at a glance. For
teachers, candidates and parents we wanted to provide relevant and
helpful information about how marks are awarded in each category
of result, and for each section of the exam. 

We also wanted to address some weaknesses and gaps, such as the
need for specific criteria for marking the Unaccompanied Traditional Song
in Singing exams. Along with this, although our marking criteria were
publicly available, we were not certain that everyone was aware of them
and their significance. With these more user-friendly criteria in place – on
our website and, eventually, in all our printed syllabus booklets – we are
hoping to raise this awareness.

Of course, the revisions come without making any changes to the
exam itself or to the standards we set. It’s important to emphasise
that we are not asking for anything new. We haven’t ‘raised the bar’,
‘moved the goalposts’ or ‘dumbed down’; the attainment levels remain
exactly the same. The 2014 marking criteria represent a revision and a
refinement, so for the candidate in the exam room and the marks they
achieve, there will be no change.

Using the marking criteria
In the past, the marking criteria were perhaps viewed as something
just for examiners to use, but knowing how playing or singing is going
to be marked is really helpful for teachers and candidates too – not
just for exam preparation but for musical learning and progression
generally. The aim is for the criteria to be useful to teachers in lessons,
to students in their practice and to examiners in the exam room. 

The criteria clearly show what’s expected for a Pass, a Merit or 
a Distinction, so by understanding more precisely what an ABRSM
examiner is looking for, teachers can help their candidates achieve
higher standards. They can also be used successfully as the basis 
of discussion and activities within lessons and subsequent 
practice sessions.

Asking new questions
When I was teaching classroom music, I often went over work with
the class, and would encourage students to review each others’
work as if they were marking it, and then to share their thoughts.
This often generated new ideas, and students learnt how seeing
things from an assessment point of view can help to develop their
skills and understanding. It’s not like that in a piano lesson for

Marking criteria88

Revising 
the marking
criteria
In July we published revised marking criteria for
instrumental and singing exams at Grades 1 to 8, 
for use from January 2014. Here Chief Examiner John
Holmes explains the background to the revisions and
what they mean for teachers and candidates.
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99Marking criteria

example, where you’re probably teaching a single student, perhaps
for a relatively short time. Nevertheless, a similar process can
take place in a one-to-one lesson, and my hope is that armed 
with our revised marking criteria, teachers can encourage
students to ask themselves new questions about their progress
and performance.

Pitch, time, tone, shape and performance
The 2014 criteria show clearly the different aspects of musical playing
or singing, under five broad areas of musical control: pitch; time; tone;
shape and performance. Under ‘shape’, for example, the criteria tell us
that examiners listen for the effectiveness of musical detailing and
phrasing, and under ‘performance’, that they assess the overall
command of the instrument, the level of engagement with the music
and quality of communication. This information, and much more, is
now clearly shown in the marking criteria – information that teachers
can use to inform candidates’ preparation, improve their learning
experience and help them to get the most from our exams.

Pitch, time, tone, shape and performance are elements which apply
universally to all instruments and types of piece or song. As a result,
teaching ideas or discussion about them can easily be introduced into
any lesson. For instance, a teacher could ask a student which of the
five areas they thought they did best at in a particular piece or song,
and which they were least good at. The discussion that follows could
then become the starting point for the next stage – both in lessons and
in practice sessions at home.

Developing all-round skills
Ultimately, I hope that the format of our revised marking criteria will be
the springboard for a range of teaching ideas and practice strategies
that will encourage a balanced focus on all the essential ingredients of
musical playing and singing. ABRSM exams aim to help nurture the
development of all-round musical skills, and the revised criteria are
very much intended to support teachers, candidates and examiners in
understanding what we mean by ‘the whole musician’ – the player or
singer who ‘ticks all the boxes’! �

The revised marking criteria will be used in instrumental and
singing exams (excluding Jazz) at Grades 1 to 8 from January 2014.
You can find the revised criteria at www.abrsm.org/markingcriteria.
They are also printed in the new Woodwind Syllabus, 2014 –2017
booklet and in future will be available in all new printed editions of
ABRSM syllabuses. 

WHAT’S CHANGING?
� Moving to one set of criteria for all grades – currently we have
separate criteria for Grades 1 to 5 and 6 to 8.

� For pieces and songs, giving a clearer indication of the aspects of
musical outcome for which marks are awarded: pitch; time; tone;
shape and performance.

� For each of the supporting tests, giving a clearer indication of the
basis of assessment and the various attainment levels.

� Making the difference between what makes a Pass, Merit or
Distinction clearer.

� Introducing new specific criteria for marking the Unaccompanied
Traditional Song in all Singing exams.

� Showing the allocation of marks for Singing exams at Grades 6 
to 8, where the totals are other than 30.

October 2013 - June 2014
now booking

Piano Teaching for the 
21st Century
Enhance your professional teaching skills 

Course Venue...

For all enquiries please contact... 

“The course 
that inspires 
professionals”...

www.pianoteacherscourse.org
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“the on-line resource
for piano ensemble music”f   o   u   r    h    a    n    d    s      p   l   u   s

fourhandsplus.com is making available both long-forgotten and newly written piano duet music suitable for novice, intermediate 
and advanced level players.  Long out-of-print piano duet music by Berens, Gurlitt, Diabelli and John Kinross for student 
(in 5-finger position) with teacher (playing sophisticated ‘other’ parts) have been selected and completely re-edited by 
Graeme Humphrey, and printed in modern volumes.  To these previously unavailable classics have been added a number of 
new compositions by John Kember, Christopher Norton and Jeroen Speak.  They are an excellent natural teaching resource, 
particularly for the development of rhythm in young pianists.
    Also available are many string quartets by Haydn, not available before for piano duet, in wonderful new arrangements by 
Professor Robin Holloway. Some of the 19th century arrangements for piano duet by Hugo Ulrich and Robert Wittmann can 
also be obtained from us. 
  New books of piano duets by John Kember, Christopher Norton, Jeroen Speak and Anthony Ritchie have been commissioned 
and will be available soon.

EPTA Piano Journal December 2012:
‘...pupils will experience the joys and thrills of music-making way beyond their actual musical level with the teacher enhancing their 
simpler pupil part.’
‘...we are grateful to Graeme Humphrey for unearthing such interesting new and valuable repertoire: we eagerly await further volumes 
in this excellent series.’

For a full description of available music, visit www.fourhandsplus.com. The music is available online at www.fourhandsplus.
com and from many good music retailers.
             www.facebook.com/fourhandsplus.com and
             www.youtube.com/fourhandsplus

Revised repertoire lists for all woodwind 
instruments, featuring exciting new pieces and 
popular choices from the previous syllabus.

Woodwind syllabus 
2014–2017

Supporting resources include:
•  Clarinet and Flute Exam Pieces volumes for Grades 1 to 7 

(part only 1 to 5; score and part; score, part and CD)
•  Recordings of a selection of pieces available as separate 

CDs and audio downloads

www.abrsm.org/woodwind

NEW

ABRSM: the exam board of the Royal Schools of Music Supporting and
promoting the
highest standards
of musical learning
and assessment
since 1889.

www.abrsm.org
 facebook.com/abrsm
 @abrsm
 ABRSM YouTube

Clarinet

Clarinet Exam Pieces 2014–2017 
Score & Part

Exam Pieces
ABRSM Grade 7

Selected from the  

2014–2017 syllabus

Grade

7

Clarinet
Exam Pieces
ABRSM Grade 4

Selected from the  

2014–2017 syllabus

Grade

4
Clarinet Exam Pieces 2014–2017 
Part only

Clarinet

Clarinet Exam Pieces 2014–2017 
Score, Part & CD

Exam Pieces
ABRSM Grade 1

Selected from the  

2014–2017 syllabus

Grade

1

Flute

Flute Exam Pieces 2014–2017 
Score & Part

Exam Pieces
ABRSM Grade 7

Selected from the  

2014–2017 syllabus

Grade

7

Flute

Flute Exam Pieces 2014–2017 
Part only

Exam Pieces
ABRSM Grade 4

Selected from the  

2014–2017 syllabus

Grade

4

Flute

Flute Exam Pieces 2014–2017 
Score, Part & CD

Exam Pieces
ABRSM Grade 1

Selected from the  

2014–2017 syllabus

Grade

1
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1111Sight-reading

length to the sight-reading tests in the 
exam, with titles to help stimulate the
imagination. There may be a temptation to
skip some of the earlier material and jump
straight to these little pieces, but I believe that
better results will be obtained by working
right through the section. For example, if your
pupil is learning a piece in the key of F major,
there’s an opportunity to work through all the
material in the F major section – warm-ups,
improvisations, and sight-reading – over a
period of several weeks. You can then 
finish off with the last piece in the section, 
a two-part canon for pupil and teacher 
(or two pupils).

At the end of each book we’ve included 
a section of additional pieces to play, in the
keys already studied. Some of these are
longer than the tests in the exam and could
be usefully used as quick studies or as
something for a pupil to learn on their own
between one lesson and the next. And
finally, to round off the books there are
several short ensemble pieces.

Teachers today are very aware of the
benefit to their pupils of ‘joining the dots’ –
making connections between ear, eye, 
fingers and bow within a well-integrated
lesson. Although this series may not
completely answer the question ‘how do we
learn to sight-read?’ it provides teacher and
pupil with the resource material to approach
the topic from many different angles. With
musical content reflecting a wide range 
of styles and moods, I hope that these
attractively produced books will result in
greater musical understanding and skill, as
well as success in that sight-reading test! �

Joining the Dots for Violin, Grades 1–5 is
available from music shops worldwide and
from www.abrsm.org/joiningthedots.

How do we learn to sight-read? All
teachers agree about the importance
of developing this skill, but are

nevertheless often challenged to fit in
regular study within the context of a short
weekly lesson. 

The Joining the Dots series represents an
integrated approach to this area. Each book
provides a number of activities related to
sight-reading, grouped by key. The activities
include exercises, technical workouts,
opportunities for simple improvisation and
short pieces for sight-reading. This approach
was originally developed for Joining the Dots
for Piano and continued with Joining the Dots
for Guitar, co-authored with guitarist Richard
Wright. The books are designed to provide
teachers with a variety of ideas which they can
easily integrate into lessons, providing pupils
with an enjoyable way to improve their ability
to read music.

So now, with the invaluable assistance of
Douglas Blew as violin consultant, Joining the
Dots for Violin has been published with a
separate book for each of Grades 1 to 5.
Although the technical skills and demands for
learners of piano, guitar and violin are very
different, the need for the development of
sight-reading skills remains. It’s my hope that
these new books will give young violinists the
confidence to explore a wider range of music,
by ear, by improvisation and, particularly, by
reading from the page.

For the violin, of course, the differentiation
of key by accurate tuning (as well as correct
notes) is of primary importance, and in
ABRSM’s Violin syllabus the keys of the 

sight-reading tests are generally those of the
scales in the previous grades. (For Grade 1,
sight-reading is restricted to one octave in just
two major keys). This means that the player
will probably have a ‘feel’ for each key by the
time the sight-reading preparation is tackled,
and this is the starting point for the separate
sections in Joining the Dots. 

The books are divided into different
sections, one for each relevant key. Within the
sections, keys are explored via four activities:
Key Features; Workouts; Make Music and
Read and Play. 

The Key Features revise the pupil’s
familiarity with the relevant finger patterns,
leading on to Workouts which are technical
exercises in the key. Some of this material 
is repeated, transposed, in other key-sections,
helping to consolidate finger patterns while
introducing, by stealth, the concept of
transposition.

The next activity in each section is entitled
Make Music: echoes, responses and ideas 
for improvisation. Varying from book to book,
these are designed to give pupils confidence
in thinking and playing in the key. 

You’ll probably find that each pupil will
benefit from a different approach to this
section, perhaps with some careful tailoring
to suit ability. Most will be happy to follow the
suggestions in the book, welcoming the
opportunity to be less constricted by notation,
but others may prefer to write ideas down
first. Teachers might also want to produce
further similar material of their own.

All this leads to the last activity in each
section, Read and Play – pieces similar in

With the publication of the latest in our series of Joining the Dots
sight-reading books, this time for violinists, author Alan Bullard explains
the idea behind the books and what you’ll find inside.

A fresh approach to
violin sight-reading
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from an operetta called Pacific 1860, it
features in Time Pieces for EH or BH

Saxophone, Vol. 1 (set on Grades 1 to 3).
The piece is written in two contrasting
sections. The first is witty, while the second
is more wistful and lyrical. Experiment with
changes in mood and tone to emphasise the
difference. Students should take care with
phrasing, breathing and clarity of
articulation, imagining that they are
‘singing’ the words and telling a story.

List C
James Rae: Spinnaker Jig or 
Pot Luck
A great new offering from James Rae is 36
More Modern Studies. This book features in
all grades and is a very useful volume for
teachers and pupils. Spinnaker Jig is a fast
jaunty piece that requires light, clear
articulation, a variety of dynamics and lots
of accents. Practise everything slurred first
to understand the shape of the phrase and
then add the staccato articulation. Pot Luck
is a cool swing number with an appealing
laid-back melody. Take care not to rush and
exaggerate the accents. Both studies are
written in a comfortable range and sound
impressive.

GRADE 4 – Beverley Calland
List A
Elgar: Chanson de Matin
My favourite new List A piece is Elgar's
Chanson de Matin. You can find it in 
The Classic Experience for Alto 
Saxophone, set at Grades 3 to 6, and
Classic Experience Collection for Tenor
Saxophone, set at Grades 2 to 5. I love the
freedom of expression and possibilities of
rubato which this beautifully lyrical piece
offers the performer. The legato phrasing
and the production of a lovely, warm sound
are paramount but attention to the finely

Saxophone repertoire1122

Selectors’ choice: 
the Saxophone syllabus

GRADE 1 – Chris Swann
List A (Alto/Baritone)
Elgar: Land of Hope and Glory

A great example of Elgar’s ceremonial side,
this piece works well on the saxophone. (It
comes from Up-Grade! for Alto Saxophone,
Grades 1-2, which is on the syllabus for both
these grades.) Big contrasts suit the dynamic
range of the instrument and opportunities for
phrase shaping are obvious and rewarding.
Tone needs to be fully sustained with note
lengths being ‘trimmed’ by the tongue – the
repeated notes being slightly more separated
for definition. Listen carefully to the pairs of
quavers so that hurrying is avoided and keep
an ear on the volume so that it builds in a
heroic and expressive way.

List B 
Rob Buckland: Saxi-Taxi 
Taken from Time Travels for Saxophone (set
on Grades 1 to 3), Saxi-Taxi shows what a
variety of style and character you can find in
the syllabus. The rhythmically busy piano
part, with syncopations and driving quavers,
gives the soloist a firm base to project the
more straightforward melodic line – with
bounce. There are also moments in the solo
line when weak beats can be firmly pushed.
Articulation is important and note lengths
should be thought about and then played
consistently. Sort out the recurring figure of
an isolated staccato note followed by three
slurred quavers (first found in bar 2) early
on. The excitement needs to be controlled in
terms of volume – and save the final surge
for the concluding repeated note flourish.

GRADE 2 – Chris Swann
List A
Schubert: Who is Sylvia?
Time Travels is also the source for this
lovely piece from the master of song
writing, which transfers to the saxophone

beautifully. Much can be made of thoughtful
rhythmic emphasis here with the second
crotchet beat of many bars needing to be
less forthright than the first. Thinking of the
first entry, say the title of the piece and then
follow the shaping of your spoken voice on
the saxophone. Better still sing it! The
music is fairly straightforward technically
but a couple of high Ds have to be
negotiated. Keep the hand shape cupped
and use the correct knuckle, dropping the
hand down on the key rather than resorting
to an awkward sideways movement. Use
lots of melodic shaping and dynamics but
most of all keep it simple.

List B
Aubrey Beswick: Farewell for a Fox
This is taken from Repertoire Explorer for
Alto or Tenor Saxophone (set on Grades 1 
to 3) and offers a chance to prove how the
saxophone can be lyrical, warm and
expressive. The melodic line lies nicely
under the fingers and there is plenty of
subtle detail to observe, such as the tenuto
markings (bars 14 and 18). Dynamic rise
and fall is crucial to emotional rise and fall
here – encourage the practice of graded
changes to help pupils deepen their
perception of breath control and listening.
Take breaths without feeling hurried by
slightly shortening the tied notes so that you
arrive on time at the start of each new
phrase. As for the rest of the piece, as long
as it’s accurate and steady in pulse you can
simply enjoy the sight of an examiner
struggling to maintain composure as the
music washes over him or her!

GRADE 3 – Melanie Henry
List B
Coward: My Horse has Cast a Shoe
I love this delightful song by the playwright,
composer and actor Noël Coward. Taken

With so many wonderful pieces to choose from in our new Saxophone syllabus, 
we asked our two selectors, Beverley Calland and Melanie Henry, and syllabus moderator 
Chris Swann to pick some of their favourites. (Pieces are for EH as well as BH saxophones, unless indicated.)
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graded dynamics and detailed articulation
will make this piece really work.

List B
Ros Stephen: A Nacht in Nyu York
My choice here comes from a fabulous new
volume, Saxophone Globetrotters (set on
Grades 1 to 4). The book contains styles
from around the world and offers students
an opportunity to learn about, listen and
play a wide variety of music. Even the most
reluctant of pupils couldn't fail to be
inspired! A Nacht in Nyu York is influenced
by klezmer. It begins very slowly and moves
through three more, ever increasing
changes of pace, challenging the performer
to control the pulse at different speeds.

List C
Karen Street: Standby for Action!
Double Click!! is a book for solo saxophone
set on Grades 1 to 5. It contains pieces from
three well-known composers: Karen Street,
James Rae and Chris Gumbley. The
selection here is a study in a driving swing
feel. Pupils will enjoy its fast pace and
exuberance: finger fluency will come fairly
easily as the passage work contains
repetition and very few accidentals. The
composer emphasises that the dynamics
help to create a sense of dialogue and,
again, this is easily achievable in a
comfortable range.

GRADE 5 – Chris Swann
List A
Bizet: Orchestral Solo (from
L’arlésienne, Suite 1)
Time Pieces for EH or BH Saxophone, Vol. 2
is set on Grades 4 and 5 and gives the
chance to play this solo from Bizet’s
imaginatively scored suite. Imagine the lush
sound of the strings and bask in the warmth
of the lovely melody as it unfurls with
classical poise and romantic expression. As
always, check intonation (for example, GKs
will usually be high) and don’t allow
ornaments to interrupt

overall flow – play them spaciously without
snatching or bumping. Aim for an extra-
smooth legato line with possible touches of
vibrato. Keep the build-up to the bar 15
climax in mind from the start. Having
extracted as much passion as possible from
the high C, the final bars need to fade
quickly in a controlled manner. The
challenge here is producing the two low Cs
at a fairly quiet dynamic. It helps to imagine
the breath travelling right through the
instrument, past the mouthpiece and even
beyond the bell with fingers placed firmly
and independently of the breath. Leaving
the little finger of the right hand down after
the first C may help too. However, as always
there is no substitute for regular, thoughtful
and enthusiastic practice!

List B 
Ned Bennett: An Urge to Splurge
The dictionary defines ‘to splurge’ as making
‘an ostentatious display: to show off’ and
this funky Latin-American-style music gives
every opportunity to do just that. (You’ll find
it in The Jazz Sax Collection, set on Grades
4, 5 and 7.) Assurance, commitment and
communication are essential and linked with
these are accuracy, detail and rhythmic
awareness. There’s a samba feel, so quavers
are not swung and you need to hold the
pulse steady – it’s easy to be approximate
with so many rests around. A knowledge of
the piano part will help. The opening unison
passages followed by an independent
saxophone line accompanied by an
awkward little two-bar rhythmic riff
(from bar 10) may be off-putting to
start with, and the piano drops out
for a bar here and there, which
can be disconcerting. A crisp
staccato is also important -
remember to keep the
breath going and stop
the reed vibrating with
a quick return to it
by the tongue.
For the next
note to 

start on time and cleanly, the breath/
embouchure/throat have to remain
unchanged during the silence between
notes. Once the technical challenges have
been addressed this is a very enjoyable and
very ‘saxy’ piece to have under the fingers.

GRADE 6 – Melanie Henry
List A (Alto/Baritone)
Kalinnikov: Chanson triste 
My favourite new List A piece for EH

saxophone is the hauntingly beautiful
Chanson triste, found in Six pièces russes,
Vol. 1 (set on Grades 5 and 6). This
exquisite melody needs excellent tone and
breath control. The melodic line is 
embellished with frequent grace notes that
need to sound effortless. Practise without
them first to ensure rhythmic accuracy and
a sense of phrase. The fluid tempo and
dynamic contours allow for freedom of 

1133Saxophone repertoire
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expression – something to experiment
with. Much of the piece is in the higher
register so care is needed with the
intonation, especially when playing softly.

List B
Christopher Norton: Black Sheep of
the Family
The Christopher Norton Concert Collection
for Alto or Tenor Saxophone is a fabulous
set of pieces based on traditional tunes
covering a range of styles and moods –
we’ve used it on Grades 4 to 6. Black Sheep
of the Family is a lively gospel-style
number with complex rhythms and some
tricky finger work. There’s a good variety of
articulation and dynamics that must be
noted to understand the character of the
music. There are also lots of grace notes
which should be tight and accurate to
maintain rhythmic drive. This piece needs
great energy and enthusiasm.

GRADE 7 – Beverley Calland
List B
Armando Ghidoni: Paysages…
Grade 7 List B contains several new
discoveries and this one is for both EH and
BH instruments. It’s been written for the
student to explore musical expression in
differing styles but within one piece. It
incorporates a ballade, sicilienne, waltz
and ... rock! It will be fun to practise at
home but enjoyable for an audience too.

List C
P. M. Dubois: Polka
Pierre Max Dubois has written more than
50 works for the saxophone, mainly
inspired by Mule, Londeix, Deffayet and
Daneels. This Polka is from 17 Études
dansantes and any serious student should
consider buying this lovely set of dances,
which we’ve set on Grades 6 to 8. It
includes five tangos, five waltzes, two
polkas, two javas, two paso-dobles and
one rumba. They all focus on an aspect
of technique, using the full range of

the instrument with a variety of dynamics
and articulations. This composer knows
how to write for the saxophone and the
music is full of wit, elegance and charm.

GRADE 8 – Melanie Henry
List B (Alto/Baritone)
John Carmichael: Obsession
(Habanera) and Bahama Rhumba
(The Caribbean)
John Carmichael’s Latin American Dances
is an exciting new addition to the syllabus.
The two selected dances are full of
character, style and drama. They are
attractive to listen to and such fun to
perform. A wide range of tonal colour,
sparkling articulation and nifty finger
dexterity are essential. Obsession is 
a dark, brooding tango. The tune is
rhythmically complex, yet must sound free
and beguiling. The practice technique of
taking out the ties will help this. Planned
breaths are essential as the phrases are
long. Observe all dynamic markings to aid
the build-up of tension. Bahama Rhumba
is frivolous and frothy. Clear, accurate
articulation helps the music dance along.
These dances would work beautifully in a
recital programme, with Bahama Rhumba
providing a wonderful encore!

List B (Soprano/Tenor)
Morton Gould: 1st or 3rd or 5th
movement from Diversions
Diversions is a must for any serious tenor
saxophonist – a virtuosic suite with five
movements, which exploits the glorious
voice of the instrument. It appears on List
B for Grades 7 and 8, and at Grade 8,
there’s a choice between movements 1, 3
or 5. Recitatives and Preludes opens with
a solo recitative with clear jazz influence,
which needs great control and a brave
approach to freedom of tempo and a
variety of dynamics. This leads into a fast-
driving and rhythmically challenging

section and it’s important to
understand how this fits

with the piano part. Rags and Waltzes
is charming and lighter in mood. Again,
rhythm is crucial and all markings 
should be observed to ensure a witty
performance. Finally, Quicksteps and
Trios is showy and impressive with
excellent dialogue required between
pianist and soloist. Good projection 
across the whole note range is needed 
to cut through the busy piano part. �

The new ABRSM Woodwind syllabus is
available at www.abrsm.org/woodwind
and in booklet form. CDs of selected
pieces from the Saxophone syllabus will
be available in November together with
individual audio downloads. The new
syllabus takes effect from January 2014.

Beverley Calland was a founder member
of The Fairer Sax and has played widely in
orchestras, ensembles, shows and opera.
She teaches saxophone and piano and has
published several books.

Melanie Henry has performed and
recorded as a soloist, ensemble player
and orchestral musician. She teaches
at Trinity Laban Conservatoire of
Music & Dance.

Chris Swann has played with the
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic
Orchestra and now combines
solo performing, directing
conducting and coaching. He
teaches at the Royal
Northern College of
Music and is an
ABRSM examiner.
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GRADE 1 – Kathryn Gunn
List A
Susato: Les Grands Douleurs
Plumping on pieces that would be fun at Grade 1, I’ll go first with
the Susato (from Sounds Classical for Oboe , used at Grades 1 to 5).
The music reminds me of my early days as a musician when every
so often I was allowed to join the adults for a fabulous play-through
of large consort early music – with crumhorns, sackbuts, recorders,
viols, tabors and lutes. Try to find a recording in this style. It’s a
joyous cacophony of sound that immediately places the music in 
its original Renaissance setting, conjuring up images of courtly
dances in stately, elegant surroundings. The strong thematic
material here is reassuring to emerging musicians and there are
opportunities to discuss points such as ensemble with the piano,
early double-reed instruments, hints of hemiolas (bars 25 to 27) 
and the lilt of triple time.

List C
Dave Gale: The Ending’s Well
At the other end of the spectrum, Jazz FX for Oboe (set at Grades 1 
to 4) provides this infectious jazzy piece – boisterous and dynamic. It’s 
a delight for oboists to be let loose in this style which is immediately
engaging for the vast majority of young learners. The feel of swing
rhythms, the importance of rests and different jazz articulations can be
explained to adept pupils, with the most able and inquisitive grasping
the difference between the heavier (tenuto-marked), longer-tongued
notes that contrast with the staccato marks and later final accents.

GRADE 2 – Josephine Lively
List B
Keith Bartlett: Cairo Carnival

In this charming piece strong rhythmic figures and clever use of minor
harmony conjure up a picture of a bustling Egyptian scene complete
with camels and snake charmers, which will be instantly appealing to
young players. Although it’s one of the longer pieces, material is
repeated and there are plenty of rests in which to breathe. The piece
comes from Just for Fun! for Oboe which contains pieces set at Grades
2 to 4 and comes with a useful accompaniment CD for practice.

List C
James Rae: Shot or Javelin
The source for these pieces is James Rae’s Olympic-inspired
volume, Track and Field for Oboe. This clever book depicts a
different athletic event in each study. It’s offered as a List C
choice from Grade 2 to Grade 7. For Grade 2 the choice is

between Shot, with long-note crescendos evoking the preparation
of the shot, and Javelin, where imaginative changes in rhythm
and articulation suggest the javelin’s curved flight through the
air. Both require a strong sense of rhythm with good control over
dynamics and articulation. However, the imaginative musical
depictions will encourage the player to overcome any challenges.

GRADE 3 – Kathryn Gunn
List B
Brahms: Poco Allegretto 
Returning to Sounds Classical for Oboe, how lovely to see this
attractive melody from the Third Symphony becoming available to
young players in such a grown-up fashion. This is an orchestral
excerpt that they will encounter again in years to come, although a
little different in the original (C minor and 3/8), or that may well be
heard on the radio. The charming triple-time lilt, sustained lyrical
line and quintuplets give ample room to discuss rhythm (also
some duplets against triplets in the accompaniment). Other useful
elements for discussion include: mood, intonation, shape and
tone, and how to take the lead in a Romantic solo melody.

List B
Duncan Reid: The Inebriated Swan
With its irresistible title, this piece clamours for attention and
comes from Duncan and Paul’s Shopping List for Oboe (also used at
Grade 2). It delivers the promised comedy with a cheeky approach
(and apologies) to Tchaikovsky’s famous Swan Lake oboe solo. 
What an opportunity for pupils to listen to the original and acquaint
themselves with such a classic, and then to enjoy the sense of
humour here. Anyone worrying about explaining ‘inebriation’ could
point out that the swan may be feeling bloated after drinking too
much lake water! The chromatic scale, some forked Fs, top-register
intonation, a sprinkling of accidentals, syncopations and 
dynamics can all be discussed. Plus a certain early-stage lack of
sophistication in tone may be forgiven more easily here, perhaps in
the way that a honky-tonk piano sets off a certain style of ragtime! 

GRADE 4 – Josephine Lively
List B
Marco Pütz: The Dreamer
This is the first of Two Pictures for oboe and piano, with the second –
the quirky and characterful The Little Rascal – offered at Grade 5.
They both make excellent short concert pieces. The Dreamer is a
beautifully lyrical, sustained piece with haunting harmonies in the
accompaniment. It will encourage pupils to develop a sense of phrase
shape and direction with which to ‘sing’ the wonderful melody. The
piece requires good stamina and embouchure control, but phrases
are not overlong with time to breathe between each one.

List C
Mike Mower: Drifting Off
Drifting Off comes from The Good-Tempered Oboe, a welcome
newcomer to the syllabus. The book features on List C at every

Selectors’ choice: the Ob
With the new Oboe syllabus presenting a treasure
trove of repertoire, we asked syllabus selector
Josephine Lively and syllabus moderator 
Kathryn Gunn to choose and comment on 
some of their favourite pieces from the lists.
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on List A with the tuneful La Scala appearing on List B. The style of
Annie Laurie is after Bach’s Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring, with the
Scottish folk song Annie Laurie weaving through the music as the
chorale theme does in the Bach. It’s joyful, celebratory music, so the
performer should aim to give the 12/8 time signature a two-in-a-bar
feel to communicate this. It requires good finger co-ordination with
well-supported breathing to sustain the flowing legato lines. All the
Star Pieces make excellent concert pieces and will be thoroughly
enjoyed by students.

GRADE 7 –  Kathryn Gunn
List A
Cimarosa, arr. Benjamin:
Introduzione and Allegro or
Introduzione and
Allegro giusto
Choosing favourites at
this grade is a challenge.
But the Cimarosa wins
for me because of its
mournful, melodic and
flexible Neapolitan
operatic style and
tonguing challenges in
turn. The syllabus
requires two
contrasting

Oboe syllabus
grade and provides some wonderfully varied solo pieces in a mix 
of styles. The Grade 4 choice is a tuneful, approachable piece in 
G minor. Lots of musical detail and an evocative melody make this
rewarding both to play and listen to, with especial appeal for the
student who would prefer a solo performance piece over the
conventional technical studies also offered in this list.

GRADE 5 – Kathryn Gunn
List A
Corelli, arr. Barbirolli: Preludio and Allemanda
Set on Grades 4 and 5, this concerto still has a place in my heart as
a dedication to one of the ‘grandmothers’ of our present English
oboe school – Evelyn Rothwell (Barbirolli). It’s a lively, varied piece
that makes you feel you have hit the realms of Baroque playing, but
without the tricky technical demands of Bach, Telemann, Handel,
Albinoni and Vivaldi at the later grades. Here the oboe can be
lyrically legato or dancingly buoyant by turns, with the demands of
trills, arpeggio patterns, clarity of articulation, leaps and the
potential for further decoration all to be incorporated.

List B
Copland: Fanfare for the Common Man
Taken from Copland for Oboe (used here and at Grade 7), this
arrangement of the iconic fanfare demonstrates the oboe’s potential 
to be as loud, lyrical, clear and soloistic as the original. A very 
solid sense of pulse and rhythm, reliable counting and attention to
articulation markings are all essentials here. There are some forked 
Fs (to/from D, EH and low BH) and some leaps to negotiate accurately
without too many mishaps. Pupils will also need good breath control,
some power in the forte markings and flexibility – as well as that
particular reed that can do it! There is also a rare and
enjoyable opportunity to belt out a juicy low BH – Déploration
from the Poulenc Sonata at Grade 8 being one of
the others.

GRADE 6 – Josephine Lively
List A
Trad. arr. Hart: Annie Laurie
This is from an exciting new collection
of pieces for oboe and piano – Star
Pieces, Vol. 1 by Paul Hart – which
can be found on the lists at
Grades 6 to 8. For
Grade 6, Annie
Laurie is
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movements – the snake-like legato first movement, with glimpses 
of cadenza material, balanced with the rapid-fire tonguing of either 
the second or fourth movement. Here the oboe’s nimble, crisp
articulated abilities can be developed, although always keeping an 
eye and an ear on choosing a tempo that sits comfortably within a
pupil’s reliable tonguing ability. Either of these movements make for 
a triumphant ending.

GRADE 8 – Josephine Lively
List A 
Walmisley: Sonatina No. 2 in G
This is the second of two sonatinas issued in a beautifully produced,
informative edition from Christopher Hogwood. They are welcome
additions to original oboe repertoire from the late Classical/early
Romantic period. Walmisley was taught composition by his godfather
Thomas Attwood, a pupil of Mozart. This influence can be heard in the
sonatinas along with echoes of Schubert and Mendelssohn. They are
perfectly written for the oboe and an absolute joy to play. Sonatina 
No. 2 opens with a recitative section offering scope for an imaginative
interpretation, which leads to the main G major Allegro moderato. 
This all lies readily under the fingers. However, the real challenge is 
to achieve the flexibility and attention to detail needed to capture the
charm and delicacy of this music. �

The new ABRSM Woodwind syllabus is available now at
www.abrsm.org/woodwind and in booklet form. Recordings of 
selected pieces from the Oboe syllabus will be available in December
as individual audio downloads. The new syllabus takes effect from
January 2014.

Kathryn Gunn is an experienced professional oboist, cor anglais player,
pianist, accompanist, teacher and writer and an ABRSM diploma, jazz
and main panel examiner.

Josephine Lively is an oboist who has played with many British
orchestras and who teaches at the Royal Academy of
Music Junior Department and Trinity Laban
Conservatoire of Music & Dance. She is an
ABRSM examiner and tutor for the
National Children's Orchestras.
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Studies in the evolving science of
positive psychology have confirmed
what many already know from

experience – that praise and
encouragement rank high on the chart of
human happiness, easily beating the
fleeting pleasures to be had from shopping
or from the distractions of social media. In
this respect Music Medals, ABRSM’s
innovative assessments for young
musicians, tick all the boxes. They hold the
power to encourage pupils and their
teachers with clear goals, progressive
stages and tangible rewards. 

The Music Medals structure comprises
five levels – Copper, Bronze, Silver, Gold
and Platinum – and includes an abundance
of engaging music. It also hands autonomy
to individual teacher-assessors, charging
them with responsibilities usually devolved
to an external examiner and allowing them
to assess their own pupils.

Free training sessions
Thanks to ABRSM’s programme of free
training sessions, teachers around the UK
can readily acquire the skills needed to
assess Music Medals. The latest workshops
began at the end of August and run through
November. They will continue in 2014. The
plan is to reach more teachers: those
working privately as well as those involved
with schools, music services and hubs.

The benefits of Music Medals
For Madeleine Casson, one of the workshop
leaders, Music Medals offers a strong
addition to the music teacher’s armoury of
teaching tools. Each level, she observes,
can energise and enthuse individual
students. They also form a neat fit with
graded music exams. ‘Several of my pupils
have taken Copper and Bronze Music
Medals before doing Grade 1 and continued
to take other Music Medals as they

prepared for higher grades. The two 
dovetail together very well – Music Medals
bridge that gap between the early stages of
learning and graded exams.’ 

Working alongside Madeleine as a
trainer is Ian Smith. He commends Music
Medals as an ideal way to measure
achievements rather than expose
weaknesses. He notes how pupils flourish
as a result of performing well in the
assessments. ‘Children have different
learning styles and skills,’ adds Ian. ‘The
great advantage of Music Medals is that
they play to an individual’s strengths and
allow pupils to show off what they can do.’

Using existing skills
The Music Medals training sessions are
designed to show teachers how to use their
existing skills when marking candidates.
‘When we train teachers, we’re aware that
these people are already constantly
measuring and judging pupils’ progress,’
Madeleine explains. ‘Teachers will be
reasonably sure, for example, what mark a
pupil will get in a graded exam. It’s quite a
short step to learn what’s required for a
teacher to assess her or his own pupils for
Music Medals. These workshops are designed
to introduce teachers to the marking criteria
and encourage them to share that knowledge
with their pupils.’ 

Ian Smith adds that the scheme’s marking
criteria are very clear and can easily be
learned by teacher-assessors within the
space of a training day. ‘We show teachers a
video of a mock Music Medal, get them to
mark it and then discuss why the marks are
as they are.’

Sharing knowledge
Fiona Lau is the third of ABRSM’s Music
Medals trainers and she underlines the
practical nature of the workshops. ‘Teachers
bring their instruments and play Music Medal

pieces.’ She notes how most teachers are
familiar with the practicalities and legalities
of filming lessons and are quick to learn how
to capture clear video images for ABRSM’s
independent moderation of the assessments.
‘In the scheme’s early days, videoing was a
major worry for people. But now people are
used to doing it on their smartphones or
high-definition recorders – young teachers
are much more familiar with using video.’

As well as exploring the marking
criteria, each session covers administrative
issues and shows teachers how to use the
report form. Teachers also discover how to
integrate Music Medals into their everyday
teaching. ‘Music Medals are great for
teachers,’ says Fiona. ‘It’s not always easy
to prepare a child to be ready for an exam
on a fixed day. Music Medals can be taken
at a convenient time over an eight-week
period. Pupils are assessed in their own
environment by their teachers, without the
possible stresses and strains of exams.’

Supporting resources
Music Medals also offer benefits to parents.
The extensive repertoire lists for keyboard,
strings, woodwind and brass instruments
mean that children can be assessed on
music contained within a single book. ‘Music
Medals are affordable,’ says Fiona. ‘It really
matters at a time when many families are on
tight budgets. Parents don’t need to buy
separate exam books since Music Medals
pieces will be in the anthologies their
children are already using. This is why it’s so
easy for teachers to integrate Music Medals
into their curriculum. Music Medals are
inexpensive, good for teachers and great for
motivating and rewarding pupils.’ �

Turn to page 6 for a list of this year’s
remaining training workshops. To find 
out more about Music Medals, 
visit www.abrsm.org/musicmedals.

Making 
Music Medals 
work for you
As ABRSM rolls out a new series of Music Medals training workshops, Andrew Stewart looks at what’s
involved and how these unique assessments can motivate learning and inspire teaching.

19Music Medals 
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Accompaniment

Most piano students set out with the
aim of mastering pieces drawn from
the rich repertoire of solo piano

music. However, as they advance in their
studies the day may come when they are
asked to accompany another musician,
possibly in an exam. When that day arrives, a
whole new world of musical experience opens
up. They will now have to follow a score which
combines their harmonic textures with a solo
line. They will have to listen to another part
and respond to it in the moment. A new set of
ensemble skills will be needed, such as
learning when to lead and when to follow, and
how to balance their sound with that of the
soloist. It will be the start of a new journey of
musical discovery!

The role
Accompanists need to have a completely
different mindset from that of solo pianists.
They are not in charge, but are there as a
musical collaborator and supporter.
Nevertheless, their role is still as important
as the soloist’s and should not be considered
in any way secondary – an accompanist can
make or break a performance.

Exam accompanists should be amiable,
confident, and positive. They need to
establish a good rapport with the candidate,
while being careful with any remarks about
musical issues which could undermine the
candidate’s confidence or add to nerves on
the day. Often there is a balance to be
made between contradicting what a young
soloist has been taught and correcting any
obvious errors which might negatively
affect their performance.

Putting candidates at ease so that they
can give their best and maintaining a
serene calm before going into the exam are
important aspects of the role. Instilling
confidence is vital - the accompanist acts
as an emotional support as much as a
musical one! 

Practicalities
Before the exam it’s a good idea to spend
time rehearsing as if in the exam itself,
allowing accompanist and candidate to 
get used to playing together in an exam
situation. This kind of rehearsal gives you
and your soloist a chance to find the best
position in terms of sight-lines and to
practise tuning and other aspects of 
stage craft. Also, remember that less
experienced candidates are not always 
used to giving cues, so don’t be afraid to 
ask for clearer ones: there should be no
guesswork involved.

On the day, a smile and plenty of eye
contact will give confidence when tuning 
up – which is not a moment to cut corners!
Always make sure you know which pitch or
pitches candidates tune to and that they are
comfortable with their tuning before the 
exam starts. 

Active listening
The essential skill for any accompanist,
indeed for any musician, is active listening.
The accompanist must listen to themselves
but also be aware of what the soloist is doing
and adjust accordingly. Adapting and reacting
quickly are crucial: you have to expect the
unexpected! It’s not uncommon for a nervous
candidate to come in early, or late, or to miss
a few bars, but if you can skip a beat or bar
and ‘cover’ their mistake you will avoid a
break in continuity. Predicting and anticipating
‘danger spots’ and solving some of these
challenges should be part of an accompanist’s
supportive role.

Tempo
One of the challenges of accompanying is to
remember the tempi agreed in rehearsal and
reproduce that in the exam. The candidate’s
preferred tempo must be your tempo and if
the tempo changes on the day you must be
sensitive and follow suit.

Balance
Sometimes accompanists become so
engrossed in their own challenges that 
they seem to stop listening to the soloist
altogether – at which point balance can
become a problem. There are usually
understandable reasons for this: perhaps
they’ve been called upon at short notice 
and are virtually sight-reading their part; 
or perhaps they’re playing an orchestral
reduction which doesn’t lie well under 
the fingers. 

These issues can often be avoided if the
accompanist accepts that it’s not necessary
to be note perfect. As long as you play with
confidence, meticulous inclusion of every
note is not essential: after all, the examiner
is not marking the accompaniment.

Less can be more
Knowing what to leave out and being able to
make a suitable reduction when necessary
is part of the art of exam accompaniment.
The inclination to follow exactly what is
written on the page can be a serious
hindrance here. Usually it’s best to focus on
the bass line and make sure it co-ordinates
well with the soloist, and then leave out
some of the inner texture if necessary.
When playing orchestral reductions, it can
be useful to compare different editions –
some are more pianistic than others.

Much depends on projecting the
rhythmic aspects of the part with
confidence. The rhythmic outline must
always be in place, even though the texture
may be adapted. The ability to give an
impression while leaving certain parts out,
or redistributing parts between the hands,
is a real asset founded on having a good
harmonic sense. Less can be more!

Finding the right level
At lower grades the accompanist can be a
little more assertive in terms of leading, as

2200

Exam accompaniment is an art in itself. Here, Nigel Scaife, ABRSM’s Syllabus Director, 
discusses some of the challenges and how to address them.

Am I too loud?
The art of exam accompaniment
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young candidates often need extra support.
This is fine as long as the solo part comes
through positively and is not submerged
beneath a well-intentioned but obtrusive
piano texture. It’s also worth checking that
candidates know when the piano takes the
melodic line. If they haven’t listened to a
performance they may be unaware that the
solo part is secondary at that point and
needs to be played accordingly.

Modern grand pianos can cause
difficulties, as the heavy bass sounds can
dominate. This is especially true in music
written before the advent of the modern piano
and can be an issue when accompanying
tenor or bass-register instruments or
inherently quieter instruments, such as the
recorder. Also, when the music stand on the
piano is raised it blocks out a surprising
amount of the sound, so the volume level
heard by the accompanist is less than that
heard by the soloist. Often you’ll need to
adjust the piano dynamic downwards. Playing
at an appropriate dynamic level is absolutely
fundamental: an accompanist’s forte is not
the same as a soloist’s forte. 

Having the lid down on a grand piano 
is a good idea when accompanying many
instruments in the early grades, but at

higher grades it can reduce the clarity of
sound and mute the tone colours. Try
experimenting with using the half-stick, 
or perhaps just a book to lift the lid a little.

Pedalling and articulation
Use of the sustaining pedal needs to 
be judicious, with clear intentions and
awareness of the resulting texture.
Generally, you need less pedal in
accompaniment parts than in solo
repertoire, and you can use the una 
corda more freely. 

It’s easy to obscure the solo part when
using the pedal, especially if it lies in 
the lower register, so always take care 
to ensure that the solo line is not 
‘over-supported’. The una corda can be
used to vary colour and imitate orchestral
sonorities, as well as to reduce volume, but
over-use of a muted effect can negatively
impact on the overall impression of the
piano part. 

The good accompanist listens carefully to
tonguing, breathing, and bowing patterns
and knows how the slurs and other marks
of articulation are interpreted by the soloist.
It can be a good idea to practise breathing in
tandem with singers or wind and brass

players. In this way there can be a real
synergy and unity of approach in which the
soloist’s articulation and phrasing is
mirrored by the accompaniment.  

Singers
In some ways accompanying a singer is
easier than an instrumentalist, as the
words provide a guide. But often, singers
have different needs – the drama of the
song and the story-telling need to be
colourfully represented, perhaps with
changes of tempo giving additional
emphasis to the meaning of the words. 
So before accompanying a song, you should
get to know the words and the emotional
context. If the song is in an unfamiliar
language, ask the singer to explain the
meaning of each verse. If the lyric is not
understood, the accompaniment will 
sound meaningless.

Singers can occasionally forget their
words. If that happens you can help by
giving a vocal prompt. However, avoid
dueting with the candidate or mouthing the
words, as this is unfair when memory is
part of the exam requirements. At the early
grades some accompaniments will have the
vocal melody in the right-hand part. Where
this is the case, take extra care to ensure
that the piano part subtly shadows the
singer without being overpowering.

Learning the art
A famous accompanist of singers, Irwin
Gage, said that ‘There are many great
accompanists who are very good pianists,
but there are not many pianists who are
good accompanists.’ Learning the art of
supporting a soloist without overshadowing
them, while also providing a safety net when
things go awry, is certainly a skill that takes
time to develop. 

So if you have a piano student who has
established a good technical foundation and
who can sight-read well, you might
consider giving them opportunities to
accompany, whether in a school concert or
an exam. There is no substitute for hands-
on experience and who knows, perhaps
they will become the next Gerald Moore,
one of the world’s most famous
accompanists and author of The
Unashamed Accompanist who wryly titled
his memoirs Am I too loud? �

Do you have any accompaniment tips or
experiences you would like to share? 
Please email them to libretto@abrsm.ac.uk.

2211Accompaniment
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Write to Lucy North, Editor, Libretto, 
with your views. You can email
libretto@abrsm.ac.uk or send letters to
Libretto, ABRSM, 24 Portland Place,
London W1B 1LU, UK. Letters and emails
may be edited for publication.

Your views2222

Tips for success
I have a few tips for exam success. For
pianists, remind them to check that the
piano stool is at the right height and
distance from the piano. If they are using
pedals, they should check that the right foot
is on the sustaining pedal – also explain
that some pianos have three pedals.
Regarding the aural tests, remind students
that the examiner won’t state whether the
answer is correct or not and to continue
listening and answering regardless of how
they feel about their previous responses.
PHYLLIS MCCARTHY

Motivating pupils

I once had a bright piano pupil who was very
able but not keen on independent practice.
She felt it was 'unfair' that only she was
given lots to do and thought I should be
given something to do each week too. So
each week she would ask me to prepare a
piece for next time, such as a ‘slow piece’, a
‘fast piece’, an ‘even faster piece’ or a ‘scary
piece’. It worked really well as motivation
and also meant she regularly listened to
more advanced piano music and had a
better idea of where her learning would lead
later on.
DAWN WAKEFIELD

Getting used to the natural minor 
One way to get used to the sound of the
natural minor it is to listen to the beautiful
theme from the slow movement of Rodrigo’s
guitar concerto. The natural minor may
sound odd because for generations our
houses only echoed to the sounds of
melodic and harmonic minors, as required
by the syllabus. Congratulations to ABRSM
for demonstrating that nothing is written in
stone. Perhaps we could get used to all
three types of minor scale – singing along at
breakfast for a daily ear training session!
BOB STUCKEY

Inbox is the place to share your
views and feedback on Libretto,
ABRSM and music education in
general. We want to find out what
you think on a range of music
education topics, from exam tips
and experiences to ideas on
teaching, resources and professional
development. Please get in touch!

INBOX

The notes in the boxes
With reference to my earlier article
(Improvisation Notes, Libretto 2012:3), and
subsequent feedback on this page, I
wanted to clarify a few things about the
approach to improvisation found in the
ABRSM Jazz exam tunes. It’s not strictly
true to say that ABRSM has adopted a

‘chord/scale approach’ to improvisation.
The notes in the boxes are frequently
arpeggios, not scales. Sometimes there
are just three notes – hardly a scale. At
other times pentatonic scales (five notes)
or blues scales are given. At the end of the
article I gave an example of an arpeggio
over a Dm7 chord, pointing out that ‘the
most fool proof way to improvise over a
chord sequence is to play the notes of each
chord as it comes by’. Not exactly a
‘chord/scale approach’! Also, the boxes of
suggested notes are not always given on a
‘chord-by-chord’ basis. Horizontal
relationships within a key centre are
frequently stressed by only giving one
improvisation box over several chords.
Finally, rather than neglecting ear training,
I stress the importance of singing the
notes in the boxes and pre-hearing
phrases before playing them.
TIM RICHARDS

Prep Test positivity
I wanted to share with others the positive
experience of a recent Piano Prep Test
candidate. He is only six, very shy and had
quite a lot of serious illness in his earliest
years. His mother and I worked all term to
get him ready and his confidence was high.
On the exam day his mother texted me to
say he was terribly nervous and we waited
anxiously for the outcome. When asked how
he got on, he thought for a long time before
saying ‘the examiner was really nice … the
sort of person, who, if you were lost, you
could ask him the way’. If this sounds like a
Victorian children's book, this child is a
touch old fashioned! 
CHARLOTTE ELLIS

Coping with nerves
I have two suggestions to add on coping
with performance nerves. Firstly, if you
practise mistakes you will perform them
and if you never play any mistakes you 
will not perform them. So I encourage
students to do slow, perfect practice all 
the time. Secondly, nerves are caused 
by adrenaline – it's productive if you’re
fleeing a charging bull but, in my
experience, not helpful while performing.
My solution is to get rid of the adrenaline
by doing a physical workout earlier on the
day of a performance. I did this recently
and, as a result, was relaxed, happy,
focused on the music and did a great
performance.
DENISE MIKULA

Correction
Many readers have been in touch to correct
the note in the last issue about Flute exams
and when various grades were available in
the past. Research into our archives has
produced the following information about
woodwind exams from 1950 onwards. Flute,
Oboe, Clarinet and Bassoon were available
for Grades 1, 3, 5 and 7 from 1950 to 1955,
and for Grades 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 from 1956 to
1959. In 1960 this became Grades 3, 4, 5, 6
and 8. Grade 7 was re-introduced much
later, in 1982, with Grades 1 and 2 following
in 1988. Exams for Saxophone and Descant
and Treble Recorder were introduced in
stages from 1985 onwards.
LUCY NORTH

EDITOR, LIBRETTO
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